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Oxford House College offers excellent value with 
the highest standards of teaching, welfare and social 
activities. 
Our English schools are accredited by the British Council for the 
teaching of English as a foreign language.

Our promise is simple – to help you learn and improve your English 
in a happy, friendly and supportive environment.

So whether you need to learn English for work, university or just for 
pleasure, we hope to welcome you to one of our schools very soon.

QUALITY LEARNING

We think learning English can and should be fun - our classes are 
varied and lively, our teachers dynamic and inspiring. The lessons are 
planned to help you learn fast, with stimulating language activities, 
pair and group work, individual help and classroom discussion.

QUALITY TEACHING

(/�=/6/->�9?<�>/+-2/<=�09<�>2/3<�:<90/==398+6�;?+63J-+>398=�+8.�
experience, and their personal qualities. Great teachers and a 
modern, communicative approach to teaching help our students to 
make progress fast.

FOUR GREAT LOCATIONS
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afternoon and evening classes
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of English
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COLLEGE SOCIAL LIFE

Of course, a visit to England is not all hard work!  
�>� B09<.��9?=/��966/1/�C9?�A366�7//>�-966/+1?/=�
from all around the world and all our colleges 
arrange social activities to help you get to know 
your new friends, explore British life and culture, 
practise your English out of the classroom and make 
>2/�79=>�90�>2/� B09<.��9?=/�69-+>398�C9?�2+@/�

chosen. From exciting nights out in the capital at our 
�98.98��/8></=��>9�-?6>?<+6�@3=3>=�+8.�A+65=�38�>2/�
2/+<>�90��816+8.�38� B09<.�+8.�$><+>09<.�?:98��@98��
0<97�@3=3>=�>9�:9:?6+<�&��./=>38+>398=�>9�;?3/>�/@/8381=�
A3>2�0<3/8.=�� B09<.��9?=/��966/1/�2+=�=97/>2381�09<�
everyone, and our teachers and student services staff 
will be happy to help you organise something special for 
yourself, your friends or for groups.

YOUR HOME LIFE

�>� B09<.��9?=/��966/1/�A/�2+@/�+�<+81/�90�
accommodation options to match your needs in 
�98.98��#3-2798.�� B09<.�+8.�$><+>09<.�?:98�
�@98��%2/=/�38-6?./��97/=>+C��63@381�A3>2�+��9=>�
Family), hostel, student residence and hotel. We have 
+8��--9779.+>398� 0J-/<�38�/+-2�90�9?<�=-2996=�
who will arrange your accommodation according to 
your preferences. They can also arrange taxi transfers 
to take you directly to your accommodation from 
�/+>2<9A���+>A3-5���98.98��3>C���?>98��$>+8=>/.��
Birmingham and other airports.

When you choose Oxford House College you are selecting 
an internationally respected school of English situated in 
four exciting locations – London Oxford Street, London 
Richmond, Oxford and Stratford-upon-Avon.

WELCOME TO OHC
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ABOUT THE CENTRE

Studying in London is a truly unforgettable experience. 
�98.98�3=�98/�90�>2/�A9<6.I=�79=>�+7+D381�-3>3/=�+8.�2+=�
38=:3<+>398+6�/8/<1C�+8.�@3>+63>C���>�3=�+6=9�+�7+49<�>9?<3=>�./=>38+>398��
and you can sample a huge variety of famous attractions like 
�?-53812+7�!+6+-/��>2/��<3>3=2��?=/?7�+8.�>2/�%9A/<�90��98.98��

We are situated right in the city centre in Great Chapel Street, 
one minute off Oxford Street, near to department stores, fashion 
outlets, restaurants, cafés and theatres. Our central location is ideal 
for exploring this fantastic city. The College itself is equipped with 
/B-/66/8>�0+-363>3/=�>9�2/6:�/8=?</�C9?�1+38�>2/�7+B37?7�,/8/J>�
from your course.

COLLEGE FACILITIES 

F���6+<1/��A/66�=>9-5/.�63,<+<C�A3>2�>2/�6+>/=>��8163=2�,995=��
7+1+D38/=��7?6>37/.3+�=90>A+</�+8.�=/60�=>?.C�7+>/<3+6=�
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and drinks prepared daily

F��97:?>/<�=?3>/�A3>2�0<//��8>/<8/>�+--/==��38-6?.381�(3�3

F�"?3/>�+</+=�09<�=/60�=>?.C

F���./.3-+>/.�=>?./8>�A/60+</�>/+7�:<9@3.381�=?::9<>�+8.�+.@3-/�
on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more

COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR    
LONDON OXFORD STREET CENTRE
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Teacher Training Courses
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CENTRE LOCATION

FIND OUT MORE

�9<�79</�3809<7+>398�98�>2/��98.98�
Oxford Street centre, the courses it 
offers and more, visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a 
direct link to 
full course info.

“I chose Oxford House College because of its great central 
���
�����
��������������	������"����
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���
��
���������������������������!����
���
��������������
The teachers are brilliant and also very helpful.” - JULIANA, BRAZIL

For more details:

%?<8�>9�:+1/�	
��9<�@3=3>�
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
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ABOUT THE CENTRE

Richmond-Upon-Thames is one of the most beautiful towns 
in England.
$3>?+>/.�A3>238�
��738?>/=�90��/8><+6��98.98��(3>2�/B-/66/8>�
?8./<1<9?8.��<+36�+8.�,?=�=/<@3-/=�#3-2798.�900/<=�>2/�3./+6�
1+>/A+C�>9��98.98I=�>9?<3=>�+>><+->398=�

�97/�>9�>2/�<3-2�+8.�0+79?=��#3-2798.�3=�98/�90��98.98I=�79=>�
sought after locations offering a safe and secure village environment 
A3>238�98/�90�>2/�A9<6.I=�,?=3/=>�-3>3/=��(2/>2/<�3>�,/�:?8>381�98�
>2/�#3@/<�%2+7/=��-C-6381�:+=>�>2/�.//<�38�#3-2798.�:+<5�9<�@3=3>381�
�98.98�-/8><+6�>23=�69-+>398�900/<=�>2/�3./+6��98.98�/B:/<3/8-/�

#3-2798.�2+=�8+<<9A�=><//>=�A3>2�/6/1+8>�=29:=��><+.3>398+6�:?,=��
restaurants, internet cafes, coffee bars and tea rooms. The town is 
also known as a centre for antiques and collectables. 

The College is located on one of the main shopping streets in the 
-/8></�90�#3-2798.���>�9--?:3/=�>2<//�K99<=�90�+�-2+<7381�>9A8�
29?=/�A3>2�+�0<3/8.6C�=:+-39?=�</-/:>398�+</+�+8.�J@/�-6+==<997=�

COLLEGE FACILITIES 
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advice on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more

COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR    
LONDON RICHMOND CENTRE
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CENTRE LOCATION

FIND OUT MORE

�9<�79</�3809<7+>398�98�>2/��98.98�
#3-2798.�-/8></��>2/�-9?<=/=�3>�900/<=�
and more, visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a 
direct link to 
full course info.

#3-2798.��+81?+1/�%<+38381���97:+8C�8?7,/<���
�	����
><+.381�+=� ����98.98�#3-2798.�

“Richmond is a beautiful location with so much to do 
and see. Central London is so close so it was very easy 
for me to visit the London eye, Big Ben, British Museum, 
National Gallery and theatres.” - MACHIKO, JAPAN

For more details:

%?<8�>9�:+1/�	
��9<�@3=3>�
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
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ABOUT THE CENTRE

For hundreds of years, people have come from around 
the world to study in Oxford.
The home of the oldest university in the English-speaking world 
and still a vibrant university city, Oxford is a fascinating mix of the 
ancient and modern. 

There is always something to do in and around Oxford, such 
+=�@3=3>381�+8� B09<.�&83@/<=3>C�-966/1/��:?8>381�98�>2/�<3@/<��9<�
</6+B381�38�98/�90� B09<.I=�><+.3>398+6��8163=2�:?,=��

The College is perfectly located right in the heart of Oxford, 
=?<<9?8./.�,C� B09<.�&83@/<=3>C�-966/1/=���0>/<�=-2996�C9?�-+8�
easily go shopping or visit some of the attractions, such as the 
�9@/</.��+<5/>��>2/��9.6/3+8��3,<+<C�9<�>2/��=2796/+8��?=/?7��

The college in Oxford has an atmosphere that is informal and 
friendly – providing an excellent environment for study. 

COLLEGE FACILITIES 
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Broadband
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on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more
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COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR    
OXFORD CENTRE
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FIND OUT MORE

For more information on the Oxford 
centre, the courses it offers and more, 
visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a 
direct link to 
full course info.

“I love my course and my teachers. Oxford House College 
has a friendly atmosphere, professional teaching and 
very high standards.” - STEFAN, SWITZERLAND

For more details:

%?<8�>9�:+1/�	
��9<�@3=3>�
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
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ABOUT THE CENTRE

Stratford-upon-Avon has been voted best small town in 
the world to visit. 
 B09<.��9?=/��966/1/�$><+>09<.�?:98��@98�3=�69-+>/.�38�3>=�9A8�
-2+<7381�,?36.381�8/B>�>9�>2/�69@/6C�<3@/<��@98��%2/��966/1/�3=�+�
short walk from the town centre, over the medieval stone bridge. 
The school is small and has a friendly, informal atmosphere. Students 
very quickly settle in and feel at home, helping them focus on their 
English studies.  

The town is easy to get around on foot, so there is no need to 
?=/�:?,63-�><+8=:9<>���816+8.I=�79=>�0+79?=�A<3>/<�A+=�,9<8�
38�$><+>09<.�?:98��@98��%2/�8+7/�90�(3663+7�$2+5/=:/+</�2+=�
+>><+->/.�@3=3>9<=�09<�8/+<6C�����C/+<=��

COLLEGE FACILITIES 

F� $7+66���0<3/8.6C�=-2996�A3>2�1/8/<+66C�=7+66�-6+==�=3D/=

F� $>?./8>�-97798�<997

F�$>?./8>�53>-2/8

F��97:?>/<�+--/==�+8.�0<//�(3�3��<9+.,+8.�38>/<8/>

F�!<3@+>/�<3@/<=3./�1+<./8��:/<0/->�09<�=>?./8>�=9-3+6�+->3@3>3/=

F��+.738>98�+8.�>+,6/�>/883=

F��+<,/-?/�:+>39

F� �B-?<=398=�7383,?=

F���./.3-+>/.�=>?./8>�A/60+</�>/+7�:<9@3.381�=?::9<>�+8.�+.@3-/�
on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more

COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR     
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON CENTRE

F��/8/<+6��8163=2

F��/8/<+6��8163=2�!6?=

F� �8>/8=3@/��8163=2

F� ���%$��B+738+>398�!</:+<+>398

F�	�>9�	��8163=2

F� �?839<�$?77/<�$-2996

CENTRE LOCATION

FIND OUT MORE

For more information on the Stratford-
?:98��@98�-/8></��>2/�-9?<=/=�3>�900/<=�
and more, visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a 
direct link to 
full course info.

 �!��������������
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��
��
caring. They encourage students to communicate 
and enjoy learning English. Stratford-upon-Avon is 
stunning!” - JOSEFINA, SPAIN

For more details:

%?<8�>9�:+1/�	
��9<�@3=3>�
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
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GENERAL ENGLISH  GENERAL ENGLISH PLUS INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
 

1-TO-1 ENGLISH  CONVERSATION & 
PRONUNCIATION  

CAMBRIDGE EXAMINATION 
COURSES  

IELTS EXAMINATION 
PREPARATION  

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS 
SUCCESS  

�/+<8�29A�>9�?=/��8163=2�/00/->3@/6C�
38�/@/<C.+C�=3>?+>398=���7:<9@/�
your skills in speaking, listening, 
reading, writing, vocabulary and 
1<+77+<���>�>2/�,/1388381�90�C9?<�
course we will assess your current 
level of English and place you in 
a class at the appropriate level to 
ensure the greatest progress.

English Level: 
�/1388/<�H��.@+8-/.

�/8/<+6��8163=2�!6?=�+669A=�C9?�
to cover a wider range of skills 
alongside General English, with 
extra lessons in key language skills, 
including conversation skills to 
2/6:�C9?�./@/69:�C9?<�K?/8-C�38�
speaking.

English Level: 
!</��8>/<7/.3+>/�9<�2312/<

 ?<��8>/8=3@/��8163=2�:<91<+77/�
will help you make faster progress 
and achieve your goals more quickly! 
(3>2����6/==98=�:/<�A//5����6/==98=�
per day) you will study General 
English with a choice of extra skills 
classes, including - Conversation 
��!<98?8-3+>398���+7,<3.1/�
�B+738+>398��9?<=/�����%$�9<�
Business English. 

English Level: 
Elementary or higher

You will have a personalised 
programme based on a careful 
needs analysis. You choose how 
many lessons you will have and on 
which topics and areas of language 
you would like to focus, depending 
on your personal objectives; for 
example, you may wish to improve 
your conversational English, to 
concentrate on your grammatical 
accuracy or develop your ability to 
write in English.

English Level: 
�/1388/<�H��.@+8-/.

Our English for Conversation and 
!<98?8-3+>398�-9?<=/=�+</�./=318/.�
for students who want to express 
>2/7=/6@/=�79</�K?/8>6C�+8.�
clearly in spoken English.  Topics 
for developing conversational 
English skills include current affairs, 
education, attitudes and beliefs, 
relationships and global problems.

English Level: 
!</��8>/<7/.3+>/�9<�2312/<

�0�C9?�+6</+.C�2+@/�+�199.�
knowledge of the English language 
+8.�A+8>�+�;?+63J-+>398�>9�
demonstrate this, a Cambridge 
Examination Course is for you.  
Our Courses prepare students for:
F� �3<=>��/<>3J-+>/�38��8163=2������
F��/<>3J-+>/�38��.@+8-/.��8163=2�
�����

F��/<>3J-+>/�90�!<9J-3/8-C�38�
�8163=2���!��

These examinations are 
internationally recognised and 
+7981�>2/�A9<6.I=�,/=>�589A8�
;?+63J-+>398=��%2/C�+</�?=/.�,C�
employers and universities as 
reliable indicators of competence in 
the English language.

English Level: 
&::/<��8>/<7/.3+>/�9<�2312/<�9=>��8163=2�6+81?+1/�?83@/<=3>3/=�

+--/:>�+�=?3>+,6/����%$�=-9</�+=�
proof that your English skills are 
good enough to follow the course. 
�8� B09<.��9?=/��966/1/����%$�
course will prepare you to get 
the best score you can in the 
/B+738+>398���0�C9?�2+@/�+�>+<1/>�
score for a university course, our 
teachers will advise you how best 
to get the score you need.

English Level: 
&::/<��8>/<7/.3+>/�9<�2312/<

���?=38/==��8163=2�-9?<=/�/8+,6/=�
you to impress and succeed in 
business. You will learn essential 
Business English skills, such as the 
language of presentations and 
meetings, negotiating in English, 
agreeing and disagreeing, speaking 
at seminars and conferences and 
socialising in English.

English Level: 
�8>/<7/.3+>/�9<�2312/<

Centre: Centre: Centre:

Centre:
Centre: Centre:

Centre: Centre:

�����������������������!�����������
���
��������
�����
����
��������
designed with a detailed syllabus relating them to international language 
standards* to ensure you cover the most important areas of study at each 
level, using the most up-to-date teaching materials and techniques. Our 
skilled, professional teachers and friendly and helpful student services staff 
will help you to choose the best programme to meet your personal goals. 
* THE COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE FOR LANGUAGES

Check website for availability of 
your chosen course as not all 
courses are offered at all centres 
throughout the year.

CENTRE KEY  

� �� ���� )� #��$%#��%

� �� ����#���� ��

 )� #�

$%#�%� #��&! ���' �

COURSE LIST
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HOMESTAY – YOUR HOME FROM HOME

�299=/�>9�=>+C�38��97/=>+C�+--9779.+>398�
�A23-2�-+8�,/�38�>2/�297/�90�+�0+736C�A3>2�C9?81�
children, with couples or with a single person) and 
9?<��--9779.+>398� 0J-/<�A366�-+</0?66C�=/6/->�+�
�97/=>+C�29=>�>9�7+>-2�C9?<�</;?3</7/8>=���3@381�
A3>2�98/�90�9?<��97/=>+C�29=>=�A366�2/6:�C9?�=/>>6/�38�
>9�=>?.C381�38�>2/�&��;?3-56C��

*9?<��97/=>+C�29=>=�A366�7+5/�C9?�0//6�+>�297/��
and you will be able to practise your English in 
friendly, relaxed surroundings. You will have your own 
room, and you can choose between various meal 
options: self-catering, bed and breakfast, or half board 
�,</+50+=>�+8.�.388/<���
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the college by bus or tube. Travel times vary between 
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live within easy walking distance of the College in a 
./6312>0?6�</=3./8>3+6�+</+��=9�3>�3=8I>�8/-/==+<C�>9�?=/�
public transport to get to school and back.

YEAR-ROUND RESIDENCES

Year-round residences are centrally located and in 
walking distance to local underground train stations. 
Students can stay in a combination of one or two 
bedded rooms. Other residence facilities include 
.38381�<997��%'�<997��69?81/��=>?.C�<997���8>/<8/>�
access, laundry and vending machines.  

SUMMER RESIDENCES

(/�2+@/�+�1</+>�=/6/->398�90�&83@/<=3>C�+8.��966/1/�
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summer. You can enjoy living in a secure, modern 
student residence, normally with the option 
of private shower/bath facilities. The Summer 
#/=3./8-/=�+</�+�1</+>�A+C�>9�7//>�0/669A�=>?./8>=�

AIRPORT PICK UP

We can arrange for you to be met at the airport 
and taken directly to your accommodation, making 
your travel experience as easy as possible.

STUDENT WELFARE

We have a dedicated student welfare team to 
provide support, advice and help with anything from 
setting up bank accounts to getting medical help 
A3>2�=97/98/�+@+36+,6/�
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have a problem.
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CELTA - CERTIFICATE IN 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
TEACHING TO ADULTS

COURSES FOR OVERSEAS 
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DELTA - DIPLOMA IN 
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improve their English and make 
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Summer Course. The course 
takes place at our Stratford-
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of fun activities, sports and 
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Course is perfect for motivated 
young students of English who also 
like to have fun!

%2/�6+81?+1/�-9?<=/�38-6?./=�
	�
hours of English per week in a 
mixed international classes. There is 
also a full daily activity programme 
and weekly excursions, with 
./=>38+>398=�=?-2�+=��98.98�+8.�
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a rewarding experience during their 
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Accommodation

$><+>09<.�?:98��@98���
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Ensuite bathrooms.

Oxford: 
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Shared bathrooms.
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in teaching English as a foreign 
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known and most widely taken initial 
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options will open up for you, not 
least the prospect of working in 
your favourite locations around the 
world.

�<9?8.�>2/�A9<6.��79=>��8163=2�
lessons are taught by teachers whose 
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to these teachers as Overseas 
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a teacher, or you are about to enter 
the profession, you can deepen 
your knowledge of the subject 
and develop your teaching skills 
by choosing one of our Overseas 
Teachers of English courses.
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anywhere in the world who have 
substantial experience in teaching 
English as a foreign language to 
adults and who want to further 
develop their knowledge and skills. 
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COURSE GUIDE16

LONDON OXFORD STREET

Oxford House College
24 Great Chapel Street
London, W1F 8FS

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7580 9785 

LONDON RICHMOND

Oxford House College
32 Hill Street, Richmond
Greater London, Surrey, TW9 1TW 

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 8332 7732

For further information please visit our website: 
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

For general enquiries please email: 
info@oxfordhousegroup.com

OXFORD

Oxford House College
15 King Edward Street
Oxford, OX1 4HT

Telephone: + 44 (0) 1865 724 032

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

Oxford House College
8 Tiddington Road
Stratford-upon-Avon, CV37 7AE

Telephone: +44 (0) 1789 269 497


